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Abstract

A total of six years (April 1979 to March 1985) of continuous measurements from the Temperature Humidity Infrared Radiometer (THIR)
and the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS), both on the
Nimbus-7 satellite, have been processed to form the Nimbus-7 Global
Cloud Climatology (N7GCC). The cloud-estimation algorithms utilize
THIR "11.5-micron" radiances, TOMS-derived "0.37-micron" reflectivities, climatological temperature lapse rates and concurrent surface temperatures, and snow-ice information. (The last two items are
taken from the Air Force three-dimensional nephanalysis archive.) This
cloud climatology gives, near local noon and midnight, the fractional
area covered by high-level clouds middle-level clouds and low-altitude
clouds, and the total fractional area covered by all clouds (total cloud).
Statistics are also given for the special cloud types: cirrus, deep convective, and warm low-altitude clouds. The cloud and clear-sky radiances, together with correlative surface temperatures, are included.
These products have the same spatial resolution and temporal (daily
and monthly) resolution as the independently derived concurrent Nimbus-7 Earth Radiation Budget data set. The N7GCC has been compared
with preliminary results from the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) and with other cloud data sets. For July
1983, the mean global cover was estimated to be 49 percent by N7GCC
and 63 percent by ISCCP. Older cloud climatologies showed average
July global cloud cover in the 50 percent to 60 percent range.
1. Introduction

The requirement for an accurate, global cloud climatology was
internationally recognized in the establishment of the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP), which has
been discussed by Schiffer and Rossow (1983, 1985). In response to these requirements, the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA), in late 1982, set up the Nimbus7 cloud-data processing team to produce the Nimbus-7 Global
Cloud Climatology (N7GCC). This six-year (April 1979 to
March 1985) climatology has now been completed, validated
(Stowe et al., 1988a), and is presently available for climate
studies. It was generated from the Temperature Humidity Infrared Radiometer (THIR) " 11.5-micron" radiances together
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with the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS)-derived
"ultraviolet" (UV) reflectivities, climatological temperature
lapse rates and concurrent surface temperature, and snow-ice
information from the Air Force three-dimensional nephanalysis
(3DN) archive.
The earth's clouds exert a profound influence on the budget
of solar and thermal radiation, and thus on the net radiation in
the earth-atmosphere system. The need for accurate, global
cloud information in weather and climate models and for empirical studies has been discussed by Meleshko and Weatherald
(1981), Hansen et al. (1983), Cess (1987), Ramanathan (1987),
and others. The Nimbus cloud climatology was designed with
these needs in mind. In addition to cloud fractions, it also
contains cloud height, cloud-top infrared radiance, and surface
temperature information. The N7GCC measurements will help
fill a gap between older cloud data sets and the new ISCCP
climatology when it appears.
Older global cloud cover fraction climatologies were, prior
to 1960, based on surface observations (e.g., Telegadas and
London, 1954; London, 1957). More recently, Beryland and
Strokina (1980 a, b) presented global mean monthly cloudamount maps based on 30 years of surface cloud observations
and some satellite measurements. Also, Hahn et al. (1982,
1984) reported cloud-occurrence statistics by compositing more
than ten years of surface cloud observations obtained over the
ocean and over the land.
The advent of routine measurements from space made global
"retrieval" of cloud cover possible (e.g., Arking, 1964; Kornfield et al., 1967). Extensive satellite-based cloud data sets
have been prepared by Sadler (1969), Sadler et al. (1976) and
Miller and Feddes (1971). The Air Force's 3DN processing
(Fye, 1978) integrates global satellite-derived cloud cover data
with conventional cloud observation from surface and aircraft.
It extends as far back as 1971. Hughes and Henderson-Sellers
(1985) have presented the Air Force cloud data for 1979 in a
format easily used by climatologists. Some cloud climatologies
and their shortcomings, including the basic differences between
satellite and surface cloud observations, have been discussed
by Hughes (1984). New algorithms to estimate cloud amounts
from satellite measurements are still being developed and provisional results are only beginning to be published (Rossow et
al., 1985; Yeh et al., 1985). The collection of radiance measurements for the new ISCCP climatology started with July
1983 and is presently planned to continue until about 1990;
however, the cloud identification algorithms (Rossow et al.,
1985) are just now being completed and only preliminary cloud
information is presently available.
The multiple year N7GCC cloud cover statistics have been
utilized to investigate some large scale atmospheric phenomena. Stowe et al. (1986) studied the anomalous climatic period
of the 1982-1983 El Nino-Southern Oscillation event. Yeh et
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|xm and 0.37-|jim radiance measurements are listed together
with correlative information such as the surface temperature
and the atmospheric temperature lapse rates needed by the
algorithms. The infrared (IR) and UV measurements are used
independently to create two estimates of the fractional cloud
cover for fixed (166 km) subtarget areas. The IR algorithm is
considered to be generally the more accurate except where low
clouds are concerned. The two cloud estimates are then merged
on a subtarget area basis to obtain an improved estimate of
cloud fractions for total, low, mid, high, deep convective, and
cirrus clouds. Finally, daily and monthly target area (500-km
by 500-km) averages are formed.
The infrared (IR) cloud algorithm uses the THIR 11.5 micron
radiances, simultaneous surface temperatures, climatological
temperature lapse rates and terrain height information to estimate cloud cover fractions for each subtarget area. First, the
average surface temperature is converted to an equivalent, clearatmosphere radiative temperature that should be detected by
the 11.5 |jim channel of THIR. This is done by subtracting an
empirical, temperature dependent, water vapor attenuation term.
Then a clear atmosphere radiance "window" is defined by
estimating the probable variance in the equivalent radiative
temperature over the subtarget area. The variance calculation
includes the standard deviation of the surface temperature, the
probable error in the water vapor attenuation adjustment and
the effect of partial cloud filled fields of view. Over oceans,
the cloud/no-cloud thresholds are about 6°C away from the
expected clear-atmosphere radiative temperature. Over land,
these thresholds are more variable, but are typically about 7°C
to 8°C away. This clear window together with the surface
temperature and temperature lapse rate are then used to classify
each THIR IR measurement as coming from a clear scene or
from a low, middle, or high cloud. Most cloud types appear
colder than the surface but some actually appear warmer. In
the presence of climatological inversion and surface temperatures below 280°K, the IR cloud algorithm searches for clouds
warmer than the clear atmosphere temperature (warm, low cloud)
as well as for colder cloud. Average cloud products are recorded
on a (166-km by 166-km) subtarget area (STA) basis for each
half orbit (separate day and night estimates).
During daylight hours, an independent cloud-cover estimate
is made from the UV reflectivities. First, the 0.36 and 0.38
2
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FIG. 1. The schematic flow-chart illustrates the production of the
Nimbus-7 cloud data set. IR (11.5 jim) and UV (0.37 |im) algorithms
separately estimate the cloud cover using correlative data as indicated.
Then the IR and UV estimates are merged to produce the new cloud
ERB (NCLE) data set. There is one NCLE tape per week. Further,
temporal and spatial averaging are done to produce the Cloud MATRIX
(CMATRIX) data set. There is one CMATRIX tape per data year.
al. (1986), Kyle and Chang (1986), and Ohring et al. (1986)
monitored the cloud-radiation relationship in earth radiation
budget studies. Hwang et al. (1986) showed that the Nimbus7 total cloud amount is well correlated with both the vertically
integrated water vapor and vertically integrated liquid-water
content retrieved from independent measurements by the Nimbus-7 Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer. The
models of bidirectional reflectivity being used in the processing
of NASA /Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) data
(Barkstrom and Smith, 1986) were developed from analysis of
Nimbus-7 Earth Radiation Budget (ERB) and cloud data sets
(Taylor and Stowe, 1984, 1986).
The remainder of this article describes various aspects of the
N7GCC. Section 2 describes the formation of the cloud data
set and the principle products. In Section 3 some of the validation study results are summarized. In Section 4 the observed
global cloud fields for July 1979 and January 1980 are described, then the Nimbus-7 derived cloud statistics are compared to those presented in other climatologies. Section 5
contains a concluding discussion and describes how to obtain
the N7GCC.
5

2. Formation of the Nimbus-7 global cloud
climatology

The "data flow" formation of the N7GCC is summarized in
the flowchart in Fig. 1. At the top the algorithm required 11.5The N7GCC cloud statistics are presented on the same geographical
grid system as the concurrent Nimbus-7 Earth radiation budget data set
(Jacobowitz et al., 1984; Kyle et al., 1986).
5
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The primary input data base consists of:
a) THIR 11.5-micron radiances, global in coverage, twice a day—
near noon and midnight; resolution varies from 6.7 km by 6.7 km
at nadir to 23 km by 24 km at maximum scanning angle;
b) Air Force 3DN surface temperature, global in coverage, every
three hours. Skin temperature is given over the ocean, but over
land shelter temperature is listed. However, climatological surface
temperatures were used over the Antarctic continent because of
serious errors in the Air Force 3DN temperatures there. Elsewhere,
the 3DN surface temperatures appeared accurate except for random,
short-term errors (Stowe et al., 1988a).
The supporting data base for the retrieval consists of:
a) climatological atmospheric temperature profiles, monthly average and subtarget area average; and
b) terrain height, subtarget area average. The last two items are
from the NOAA Subtarget Area Geographical Season (STAGS)
data tapes (Jenne et al., 1974).
The primary input database consists of TOMS-inferred UV reflectivity at 0.36 and 0.38 Jim global in coverage, once a day near noon;
resolution varies from 50 km by 50 km at nadir to 150 km by 200 km
at maximum scanning angle.
6
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micron reflectives are averaged to obtain a mean 0.37 micron
reflectivity. Then a "linear-interpolation" algorithm is used
to estimate the cloud cover from the observed reflectance. Both
ocean and land (even desert) have low reflectivity in the UV;
specular reflectance is also much reduced in the UV. Both
clouds and snow have high UV reflectivities. Thus, the UV
cloud algorithm need not differentiate between ocean and land,
but it cannot make a decision if the Air Force data indicate the
presence of snow in the field of view.
The separate IR and UV cloud estimates are then merged
emphasizing the strong points of each algorithm. The properties
of cloud amounts retrieved by the IR and UV algorithms are
compared in Table 1. The IR algorithm can easily discriminate
between cold (high) clouds and the warmer surface, but it has
difficulty differentiating between low (warm) clouds and the
surface. The UV algorithm depends simply on the reflectivity
of the clouds, thus, it has problems with thin clouds and this
includes most cirrus clouds. Also, the UV pixel "footprints"
are much larger than the IR footprints. The bispectral algorithm
thus gives most weight to the IR estimates except when the IR
algorithm indicates the presence of clear or low-cloud conditions, then the UV estimates become more important. In addition, the UV estimates are used to categorize middle and high
clouds as cirrus (cold, low reflectivity), deep convective (cold,
very high reflectivity), or other. The IR algorithm is least accurate over high-latitude snow fields and the UV algorithm
does not work there at all. The bispectral cloud estimates form
the new cloud-Earth Radiation Budget (NCLE) data set and are
stored on the NCLE tapes together with the separate IR cloud
estimates and UV reflectives. A detailed description of the
IR, UV, and bispectral algorithms, their validation, and the
first year results are presented in Stowe et al. (1984, 1988a,b).
The half-orbit, subtarget area averages on the NCLE tapes
are further combined to form daily and monthly target area
(approximately 500-km by 500-km) averages that are stored on
the Cloud MATRIX (CMATRIX) tapes. The cloud data of
NCLE is contained on one 9-track, 1600-bpi tape for each week
of data, but the CMATRIX data set is contained on one 6250
bpi tape for one year of data. The parameters recorded in both
NCLE and CMATRIX data sets include daytime and nighttime
9
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The characteristics of UV reflectivity can be compared with the
properties of reflectivity in the visible region, and are summarized as
follows:
a) Similarities between UV and visible reflectivities: Cloud-ocean
contrast of UV reflectivity is as high as in visible; Cloud-snow-ice
- contrast of UV reflectivity is as poor as in visible;
b) Dissimilarities between UV and visible reflectivities: No significant land-ocean difference in UV reflectivity, even for deserts;
Specular reflection effects in UV are weaker; No significant absorption in the lower atmosphere at these UV frequencies; and
Better absolute calibration in UV than in visible reflectivity.
Further analysis of the UV reflectivity measured by TOMS for the
Earth's surface and clouds is given by Eck et al. (1987).
The supporting data base for the retrieval consists of daily maps
of global snow-ice cover from the Air Force 3DN.
The NCLE tape contains orbit by orbit separate noon and midnight
entries for 40 parameters for each 166-km by 166-km subtarget area.
The parameters include total, low, middle, high (bispectral and IR
only), cirrus-cloud amount and deep-convective cloud amount, mean
and RMS radiances of cloud and clear scenes, TOMS reflectance,
spacecraft and solar-zenith angles, land-ocean percentage, IR thresholds, and mean and root mean square (RMS) of the Air Force surface
temperature and snow-ice analysis.
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TABLE 1.

Qualitative properties of the T H I R cloud retrieval and
T O M S cloud retrieval algorithm.
T H I R (IR)

Detectability:
Clouds detectable except those
whose temperatures are within
about 6°K of expected clear-sky
temperatures
Sub-FOV effect:
May overestimate cold sub-pixel
clouds (edge of cumulonimbus),
underestimate warm sub-pixel
clouds (marine stratocumulus)
Thin clouds:
May underestimate thin clouds over
land with high skin temperature
(deserts)
External information:
Dependent on the accuracy of Air
Force Surface-Temperature
analysis
Attenuation:
Moderate atmospheric attenuation—
hard to estimate accurately
Random errors:
Less random error

TOMS (UV)
Yields cloud fractions except
over very thin clouds or
snow/ice
May underestimate thin
clouds (cirrus),
overestimate thick clouds
(cumulonimbus)
Will detect thin clouds, but
may underestimate amount
Not dependent on external
information, except for
Air Force snow-ice
analysis
Strong scattering effects—
but well estimated (Eck et
al., 1987)
More random error, because
UV reflectance is strongly
dependent on cloud type
and aerosol distribution

values of total cloud amount, cloud amount in high, middle
and low altitude categories, cirrus and "deep-convective" cloud
amount (daytime only), and radiances of cloud and clear scenes.
The CMATRIX data sets also include the variances of cloud
amount and radiance in space (daily) and time (monthly) for
each target area. The error analysis to assess the bias and
random errors of this cloud data archive has also been carried
out, and reported by Stowe et al. (1988a). The validation of
the data set is discussed in Section 3.

3. Validation

The Nimbus-7 cloud data have been validated by: statistical
comparison with analyst estimates derived from independent,
concurrent Geosynchronous Observational Environmental Satellite (GOES) images and conventional meteorological reports;
computation of the sensitivity and expected errors in total cloud
amount due to uncertainties in the algorithm parameters; and
qualitative intercomparison between GOES satellite images and
maps of Nimbus-7 cloud estimates. The analysis of the GOES
images was done by one of the authors (Pellegrino), and the
results of the comparison with this analysis and of the sensitivity
study were similar. These studies are described in detail by
Stowe et al. (1988a). A summary of the comparison with the
analyst and the intercomparison of the GOES images and the
Nimbus-7 cloud maps is given below.
a. Quantitative comparison with an analyst
Figure 2 schematically illustrates the analysis of the disagreement between the analyst-derived cloud fraction and the NimUnauthenticated | Downloaded 01/09/23 08:48 AM UTC
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FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of the comparison of Nimbus-7-derived cloud amount with an analyst's estimates. This figure was taken
from Stowe et al. (1988a).

daytime and nighttime selected STAs on 11 June and 3 December 1979 for water and land areas. The STAs were located
in the eastern third of the U.S., Western Atlantic ocean, and
Gulf of Mexico regions. These error estimates are probably
larger than the true satellite error because they are computed
relative to an analyst, who contributes some systematic and
random error to the comparison results which are possibly as
large as 10 percent and 9-15 percent, respectively, Stowe
(1984).
Some of the land STAs examined on 3 December were snow
covered and, hence, the UV reflectivities were not used in
determining the NCLE cloud-cover fractions. Possibly the analyst confused some of the snow covered areas with cloudiness,
which could explain the apparent systematic underestimation
of the satellite estimates relative to the analyst. However, when
the comparison is restricted to snow-free cases, the errors for
daytime land are greatly reduced and become comparable to
the NCLE values for water cases. The value of the UV reflectivities to the bispectral algorithm varies from region to region.
In certain cases, it markedly improves the IR-only estimate.
Table 3 indicates that, on a global basis, the bispectral cloudfraction estimates are a few percent larger than the IR-only
estimates.
From this quantitative analysis, it is concluded that the NCLE
(day) and IR (night) estimates of cloud amount, when compared
with an analyst's estimates derived primarily from independent
and concurrent satellite cloud images, have systematic errors
less than 10 percent, random errors ranging between 7 percent
and 16 percent, and correlation coefficients greater than 0.9,
day or night, for snow-ice-free land, and water areas.

bus-7-derived cloud fraction. Depicted on the figure are the
line of agreement (or line of perfect fit); the regression line
predicting the analyst's estimate from the satellite estimate;
three systematic error estimates given by the difference between
the regression line and the line of agreement when, a) satellite
indicates clear, S (error when mostly clear), b) at the mean
satellite cloud amount S (error at the mean amount), and c)
b. Qualitative comparison with satellite images
when the satellite indicates overcast, S (error when mostly
In these studies, visible and infrared GOES images were qualcloudy); and two estimates of random error, a) the upper limit,
itatively compared with N7GCC maps. The results are sumshown as a line whose length is twice the root mean squared
marized below using, as an example, the GOES-east visible
(RMS) deviation and centered at the analyst's mean amount on
image for 3 December 1979 at 1700 GMT (Fig. 3). For comthe line of agreement, and b) the lower limit, shown as a line
parison, Fig. 4 is a color image of NCLE total cloud amount,
whose length is twice the standard error divided by the square
mapped for a region similar to the GOES images. The NCLE
root of two and placed at the mean of both estimates on the
image is a composite of approximately five orbits with localregression line.
noon equatorial crossings. Thus, the area around 75°W longitude is coincident in time with the GOES images, distant
Table 2 summarizes the results of this validation method for
TABLE 2. Errors in Nimbus-7 cloud amounts relative to an analyst. Plus (minus) means satellite estimate greater (less) than analyst.
c

M

0

Correlation
Coefficient
Algorithm
Merged (IR + UV)

(IR)
(NCLE)
(IR)

Merged (IR + UV)
NCLE for 85
Snow-Free Cases

(IR)
(NCLE)
(IR)

Systematic Error (%)
Mostly
Mostly
Clear
Mean
Cloudy
Daytime (230) Cases Over Water
+3
0.95
-5
0
+1
0.96
-3
0
Nighttime (143) Cases Over Water
+5
0.95
+1
+4
Daytime (127) Cases Over Land
-5
0.81
-19
-14
-2
0.82
-17
-12
0.95
-5
-4
-4
Nighttime (38) Cases Over Land
+2
0.97
-1
0

Random Error (%)
S.E./V2
RMS
8

12

8

11

7

11

17
17

28
27

10

14

8

11
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western longitudes are sampled several hours later and distant
eastern longitudes are sampled several hours earlier. Overall,
there is very good agreement in location and amount of cloud
between the NCLE total-cloud estimates and the GOES images.
Examples of good agreement in cloudy areas are from Mexico,
extending to the northwestern Atlantic, where clouds associated
with a frontal system are composed of many altitude levels;
the northern U.S. from the eastern Pacific to the Great Lakes;
from Panama, spreading west to east of Hawaii; the cumulonimbus south of Panama; extended-area strato-cumulus cloud
from the coast of Peru westward into the Pacific to 120°W,
associated with subsidence in the sub-tropical high-pressure
system; and from the west coast of Chile to 130°W. Examples
of good agreement in relatively clear areas are a band off the
southwest coast of the U.S. extending northeastward to off the
New England coast; the eastern tropical Atlantic ocean; eastern
Brazil, on and off the coast; the western part of South America,
between 15° and 30°S; the southern equatorial Pacific, north,
west and south of the strato-cumulus area; and from southern
South America off the coast into the Atlantic.
There are, however, several regions where the agreement
appears to be only moderately good. The cloudy areas of northeastern South America and the region east of the Andes between
the equator and 20°S appear, from the GOES images, to be
covered with small scale cumulus. Many of these clouds may
be smaller in size than either the THIR field of view (FOV) or
TOMS FOV and yet sufficiently developed in the vertical to
be cold and bright enough to cause partially filled FOVs to be
considered cloud filled by the two respective cloud algorithms.
Consequently, the NCLE estimates of cloud amount appear to
be too large, by approximately 30-50 percent. Also, the relatively clear areas south of Mexico and in the Caribbean and
western Atlantic tropical ocean appear to be somewhat too
cloudy in the NCLE image. This may be due to either the
effects of excessive humidity in these tropical atmospheres or
the presence of thin cirrus. Each could cause the affected IR
pixels, which in addition may have sub-pixel cloud within them,
to be sufficiently attenuated so as to be classified as middle
cloud. This would prevent the UV algorithm, which would
interpret the expected low reflectance as a small amount of
cloud, from reducing the IR estimate for these situations since
the UV estimate would have little weight due to the cloud being
classified as a mid level one (see Section 2). These effects
could also contribute to the overestimation apparent in South
America.
This illustrates the value of having more than one validation
technique. Several geopraphic locations exhibit systematic errors that are in excess of the mean errors reported in the previous
section. Although differences with the analyst were as large as
50 percent for a few STAs, the above-mentioned locations were
TABLE

Source
Nimbus-7 day (1979)
Nimbus-7 day IR only (1979)
Nimbus-7 night (1979)
Nimbus-7 mean [(day plus night) x 0.5]
London (1957), 10 years
Berlyand and Strokina, 30 years
Air Force three-dimensional nephanalysis, 1979

essentially outside of the area used for the intercomparison with
the analyst.
In summary, good general agreement is found between the
Nimbus-7-derived cloud fractions and an analyst's quantitative
and qualitative estimation of clouds from GOES visible and
infrared images. However, certain conditions may cause considerable disagreement. Snow covered regions tend to confuse
the analyst, but also decrease the accuracy of the N7GCC
algorithms. In middle and low latitudes, the Nimbus-7 algorithms may overestimate the cloud cover in regions of high
humidity or of broken but bright and fairly high cumulus clouds.
4. Nimbus-7 global cloud distribution

We have selected Nimbus-7 cloud data of July 1979 and January
1980 to show the global cloud patterns during summer and
winter seasons of both the Northern and Southern Hemispheres.
The major features of the seasonal and day-night global cloud
patterns are summarized in the following sections. Refer to the
figures on the cover page for the following discussion of the
seasonal total cloud amount variations.
a. Seasonal variations
1. Northern Hemisphere for the summer (July) season:
a) Total cloud amount peaks at about 10 degrees north
of the equator, close to the mean latitude of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), which is marked
by maximum cloud amounts over and near equatorial
land areas. The prevailing cloud cover (in certain areas
> 90 percent) associated with the Asian monsoon
exceeds that of any other convective cloud region.
b) The minimum cloudiness is related to the mid-latitude
and subtropical high-pressure systems associated with
the descending branch of the Hadley cell, which occurs just north of the ITCZ. The most-apparent cloudamount minima in July are situated over the North
African and Middle Eastern deserts and western United
States. Semipermanent high pressure "spreads" over
most of the low to mid latitude North Pacific and North
Atlantic oceans, and these areas appear as cloud amount
minima on the map.
2. Northern Hemisphere for the winter (January) season:
a) The cloud amount off the west coasts of the North
American and European continents increase significantly in January. Notably the eastern coasts of the
Asian and American continents are often affected by
extratropical cyclones and the associated cloudiness
increases the January monthly mean values over these
areas. At the middle and northern latitudes of the North

3. Cloud cover in percent for July.
Northern Hemisphere
52
48
56
54
52
62
59

Southern Hemisphere
51
49
53
52
48
59
58

Global
52
49
55
53
50
60
59
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FIG. 3. The GOES-east visible image for 3 December 1979 at 1700 GMT. This is approximately the same time as the Nimbus-7 overpass for
the GOES satellite subpoint. This figure was taken from Stowe et al. (1988a).
Pacific, the most severe weather of the year generally
occurs in January.
b) The subtropical high-pressure areas move southward
towards the equator so the subtropical cloud minima
also moves to lower latitudes.
3. Southern Hemisphere for the summer (January) season:
a) Extensive cloudy areas appear at the 10°S latitude
zone.
b) The minimum cloud amount located in oceanic regions
extending to almost 40°S is associated with subtropical
high-pressure systems.
4. Southern Hemisphere for the winter (July) season:
a) The coastal stratus off the west coast of South America
and Africa is prevalent in July with large areas in
which the cloud amount exceeds 50 percent. The UV

reflectivities apparently improve the identification of
low level and relatively warm coastal stratus,
b) Significant seasonal cloud variations occur in Antarctica with less cloudiness during July. However, the
Nimbus-7 cloud data over Antarctica are unreliable
due to the difficulty of identifying cloud over snow
and ice-covered surfaces and where temperature lapse
rates are small. The Air Force surface temperatures
are not reliable over Antarctica, so monthly climatological surface temperatures have been used in that
region.
b. Comparisons of zonal means of total cloud
The N7GCC contains both local noon and midnight cloud cover
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FIG. 4. Map of total cloud amount from the bispectral-threshold algorithm (NCLE) on 3 December 1979 near local noon. The area shown
covers most of the area seen in the GOES-east image (Figure 3) for the same day. Note color scale at bottom for cloud amount. This figures was
taken from Stowe et al. (1988a).
for the month of July 1979. In general, the IR midnight value
estimates. Two noontime estimates are recorded: the THIR,
is larger than the IR noon value. This is confirmed in Table 3
IR, value and the N C L E (merged IR and U V ) value. The N C L E
which shows, on a global basis, 6 percent-more cloud at midestimate is considered superior because it better accounts for
night than at noon.
low clouds and also corrects for the IR algorithm's tendency
to overestimate high thin cloud fractions. At midnight, howThe differences between the total cloud amount for the IR
ever, only the IR estimate is available. Thus, in comparing the
only and bispectral algorithms are due mostly to the presence
observed noon and midnight cloud fractions, it is advisable to
of low altitude cloud or thin cirrus cloud (see Section 2). When
use the two IR cloud values. Figure 5 shows total cloud fraction
low clouds are present, the UV algorithm often picks up clouds
zonal means from both the IR- only and bispectral algorithms
missed by the IR algorithm and, thus, the bispectral cloud
Unauthenticated | Downloaded 01/09/23 08:48 AM UTC
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amount may be larger than the IR-only estimate. When thin
cirrus are present, there is some evidence that the IR estimates
are at times too high. On the other hand, the UV estimates for
thin clouds are much too low. In this case the bispectral estimate
is slightly less than the IR-only estimate. In Figure 5, for July
1979, it is noted that the total cloud amount derived by IR
algorithm is greater than that by the bispectral algorithm in the
ITCZ peak region, confirming this as a region with large amounts
of cirrus cloud. In the extra-tropical areas, the results are opposite to those in the ITCZ region, this may be due to the fact
that low cloud is not being completely detected by the IR
threshold method.
The comparisons of Nimbus-7 cloud data with some selected
cloud climatologies are briefly described below. More detailed
discussion about these comparisons are given by Stowe et al.
(1988b).
c. Comparison with other cloud climatologies
Nimbus-7 derived hemispherical and global cloud cover for July
1979 are compared in Table 3 with climatological July cloud
covers derived by London (1957), Beryland and Strokina (1980a,
b), and the Air Force 3DN for 1979 as analyzed by Hughes
and Henderson-Sellers (1985). There are considerable differences in the sources of these data sets. The Nimbus-7 is strictly
a satellite data set although correlative data are used in the
algorithm. London (1957) used more than ten years of northern
hemisphere surface observations taken at 1200 GMT, and averaged them seasonally to obtain his estimates. Southern hemisphere values were estimated by assuming them to be northern
hemisphere values in the opposite (half year) season. Berlyand
and Strokina (B&S) used daytime surface observations over a
30-year period and computed a monthly average cloud climatology. Some satellite observations were included in the later
years. The Air Force 3DN data set, which uses surface, aircraft
and satellite cloud observations, have been averaged for monthly
means by Hughes and Henderson-Sellers from four observation
times per day—00, 06, 12, and 18 hours local time, for 1979.
The Nimbus-7 and the Air Force 3DN values in Table 3 refer
specifically to July 1979, and the global means are 53 percent

FIG. 5. Zonally averaged total monthly mean cloud amount for July.
The Nimbus (N7GCC) THIR infrared noon and midnight cloud fraction
estimates are compared with the N7GCC bispectral noon-cloud-fraction
estimates for July 1979. Also shown in the figure are results from
Beryland and Strokina's (1980) 30-year cloud climatology (B&S), the
Air Force three-dimensional-nephanalysis cloud data for 1979 (AF 3DN); compiled by Hughes and Henderson-Sellers, 1985; and London's
(1957) multiyear averaged (northern hemisphere) cloud climatologies.
Note that London's southern hemisphere cloud amount is taken from
the value in the northern hemisphere for the opposite season.
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and 59 percent cloud cover, respectively. The Nimbus-7 agrees
better with the London climatological global mean, while the
3DN value is closer to the Beryland and Strokina value. Zonally
averaged values are shown in Fig. 5. Except for the polar
regions, all data sets agree as to the latitudes of maximum and
minimum cloudiness. However, the amplitudes of these maxima and minima vary considerably. Note that the differences
between the tropical maximum, associated with the ITCZ and
the two subtropical minima, associated with Hadley circulation
subsidence, are greater in both the single month climatologies
than for the two multi-year climatologies. Interannual variability may tend to smooth the peaks and valleys present in the
single year results. The disagreement of the data sets in the
polar regions emphasizes the difficulty of obtaining good cloud
data there either from satellites or from scarce ground stations.
A major difference between the Nimbus-7 data set and the
other three appears when cloud height categories (mid, low,
and high) are considered. The Nimbus procedure considers only
cloud tops and only the highest clouds in a multi-layer situation.
Surface observers, however, put most emphasis on cloud base.
For instance, for the July tropical cloud maximum, the Nimbus
data show low, middle, and high respective cloud amounts of
8 percent, 39 percent, and 27 percent. But the London climatology indicates that low and high clouds should be present
in roughly equal amounts with only a small amount of middle
cloud identified.
One of the authors (Stowe) is starting a comparison of Nimbus-7 and ISCCP (Schiffer and Rossow, 1985) cloud data set
characteristics. There is at present no officially released ISCCP
cloud data. Rossow et al. (1985) published a proposed cloud
algorithm, but some studies and adjustments are still going on.
To facilitate these studies, ISCCP CI cloud products from a
preliminary version of the ISCCP algorithm have been distributed by Rossow to interested ISCCP scientists for study and
comment. Professor Robert Cess, State University of New York
at Stony Brook, is also comparing the Nimbus-7 and preliminary
ISCCP cloud products and he and Rossow have kindly permitted us to use his results in this paper. For July 1983, the
ISCCP algorithm estimated a local noon mean global cloud
cover of 63 percent (Rossow, private communication) versus
a Nimbus-7 estimate of 49 percent; however, the difference
varies with location. The smallest differences are noticed in
the tropical cloud belt where the predominant high and middle
level clouds are relatively simple to detect.
Both the ISCCP and Nimbus-7 cloud algorithms use thresholding (cloud/no-cloud) techniques, but there are a number of
important differences in the algorithms. One important difference is that the infrared clear window (see Section 2) is considerably wider in the Nimbus-7 than in the ISCCP technique.
As an experiment, Cess widened the ISCCP clear window and
obtained a decrease in the estimated mean global cloudiness
from 63 percent to 52 percent.
There are, however, other differences in the two algorithms
which may at times be equally important. The proposed study,
also discussed in Stowe et al. (1988b), will examine the differences and their relative importance in detail.
5. Discussion and data availability

A six-year (April 1979 to March 1985) global cloud climatology
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derived from Nimbus-7-sa.teilite IR and UV radiance data is
available to the public. The data set covers part of the Global
Atmospheric Research Program (GARP)/First GARP Global
Experiment (FGEE) period and also the 1982-1983 El NinoSouthern Oscillation event. It strongly complements the Nimbus-7 ERB data set (November 1978 to present). Daily (both
noon and midnight) and monthly averaged cloud estimates are
presented together with the associated IR radiances. The cloud
estimates appear quite realistic when compared with analyst
estimates derived from concurrent GOES satellite images. When
compared to other climatologies, including the expected ISCCP
data set, considerable differences are noticed. Basic differences
occur between ground-observed and satellite-based climatologies. Ground observers view cloud bottoms while satellites see
chiefly cloud tops. However, the retrieval of cloud fields from
satellite measurements is neither an exact science nor a rigidly
codified routine. Thus, for July 1983 the Nimbus-7 algorithm
estimated a global mean cloud cover of 49 percent versus a 63
percent estimate by a preliminary ISCCP algorithm. Even-larger
regional differences were noted. These differences are partially
due to differences in assigned parameters such as the width of
the clear atmosphere radiance window. But other differences
in the algorithms also contribute to the observed differences.
Despite these continuing differences in cloud climatologies,
both the present Nimbus-7 and the future ISCCP cloud data
sets will prove very useful in determining the importance of
clouds in modifying both the Earth's radiation budget and its
climate. They can also help to improve computer climate models.
In addition, these two data sets can provide much useful information to aid in the advancement of the art and science of
satellite cloud identification procedures.
Information regarding the availability of Nimbus-7 cloud data
sets including the User's Guide of data and products, may be
obtained by contacting the National Space Science Data Center
(NSSDC), Request Coordinator, Code 633, NASA/Goddard
Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD 20771, U.S.A. Phone:
(301) 286-6695.
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